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Abstract

Multipacting continues to be an important issue in Su-
perconducting Radio Frequency (SRF) cavities, particu-
larly near waveguide couplers. Most modern simulations
of multipacting are not self-consistent, using the fields from
a purely electromagnetic simulation to drive the motion of
multipacting electrons. This approach works well for the
onset on multipacting but as the electron density increases
in the cavity it can have an effect on the cavity mode.

Recently VORPAL has demonstrated its ability to mode
the electrodynamics of SRF cavities using finite differ-
ence time domain (FDTD) algorithms coupled with cut-
cell treatments of the cavity boundaries based on the Dey-
Mittra method. The FDTD approach allows us to easily
incorporate multipacting electrons as PIC particles in the
simulations.

To allow multipacting simulations to be done with EM-
PIC we have been developing particle boundaries for the
cut-cells. Recently we have added particle removal bound-
aries at the particle sinks which will correct the unphysi-
cal build up of image charge at the boundaries. We have
also modified the secondary electron routines in VORPAL
so they are now aware of the cut-cell boundaries and use
the normal to the boundary surface when emitting secon-
daries. Using these new particle boundary conditions we
have started preliminary simulations of multipacting elec-
trons in a SRF cavity.

VORPAL

VORPAL is a proven electromagnetic Particle-in-Cell
code (EM-PIC) [1]. VORPAL is a multidimensional code
capable of simulating one, two, or three dimensions. VOR-
PAL can be used with the Tech-X corporation library Tx-
Physics [2], giving VORPAL access to models for charged
particle effects including various ionization models and
electron emission from solids by ion and electron impacts.
Of particular interest is the secondary electron emission
model which separates the secondary electrons into re-
flected, diffusely reflected and true secondary electrons.
The electromagnetic solver in VORPAL can handle com-
plex conducting boundaries such as those found in SRF
cavities using the Dey-Mittra [3] cut cell method.

Our recent efforts have focused on introducing charged
particles modeled using the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) model
into our cavity simulations. This has required several mod-
ifications to VORPAL, included a new treatment of particle
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removal at the cut cell boundaries to prevent image charge
build up and modifying the secondary electron routines to
handle emission from complex boundaries.

PARTICLE REMOVAL AT CUT CELL
BOUNDARIES

To insure charge conservation when charged particles are
removed at non-grid line positions in a cut cell corrections
need to be made to the standard Buneman current deposi-
tion. If no corrections are made ghost charges will build
up on the grid and adversely affect fields and particle dy-
namics. This can be understand by considering how the
particle’s charge is distributed on the grid. The charge is
distributed to the four corners of the cell by weighting the
fraction of the charge to the volume occupied by the box
formed by the particle’s position and the location of the
cell corner opposite the one in question. If the particle is
removed immediately after crossing the boundary surface,
its charge will remain on all four corners of the cell. Since
at least one of those corners is still inside the vacuum re-
gion we now have a ghost charge at that position which
will result in a unphysical static electric field. As more and
more charges are removed more and more ghost charge will
build up causing the static electric field to build up quickly.

Figure 1: Trajectory of a particle being removed at at cut
cell boundary

A simple method to correct this is to continue the par-
ticle motion after it passes the boundary surface to a cor-
ner which is inside the metal. This puts all of the particle
charge outside the vacuum region so no image charge will
build up. VORPAL’s particle move is done as a series of
segments to allow particles to interact with more compli-
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cated boundaries such as reflections off corners. After a
particle crosses the boundary surface the remaining seg-
ments of its move are recalculated so the particle is moved
to a corner which is inside the conducting boundary. The
currents deposited by this new move are precisely the cur-
rents needed to correct the charge distribution on the cell
corners. Figure 1 shows a typical particle trajectory and
how the move segments are altered to remove the particle.

SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION
FROM CUT CELL BOUNDARIES

The secondary electron emission routines in VORPAL
where originally designed with the assumption that the
emission surface was flat and in line with the computa-
tional grid. To allow secondary electron emission from
the cut-cell boundaries these routines had to be modified
so data such as the location of the boundary crossing and
the normal to the boundary were available. The secondary
electron emitter was given access the needed data struc-
tures that described the boundary surface, in particular the
normal to the boundary in each cell was made available. A
flag was also added to force the secondary electron emitter
to only admit a single secondary. This was to done so simu-
lations of a single particle could be done to track individual
multipacting trajectories. Figure 2 shows a time series of
plots of an electron beam striking a metal plane which is at
an angle with respect to the grid axis. The third and fourth
frames show secondary electrons which have been emitted
from the surface.

Figure 2: Time series of an electron beam impacting a con-
ductor producing secondary electrons

PRELIMINARY MULTIPACTING
SIMULATIONS

As an initial test of VORPAL’s new multipacting capa-
bilities we ran a series of simulations to explore different
possible multipacting trajectories in a SRF cavity. We emit
a single electron from the surface of a single cell of the
TESLA cavity [4] after the primary accelerating mode of
the cavity has been excited to a peak field of 22.5 MeV/m.
The entire cavity surface is set up as a secondary electron
emitter which is only allowed to emit a single secondary.
The resulting multipacting trajectories depend on where
along the cavity surface the electron is emitted and at what
phase of the cavity mode the emission occurs.

In Figure 3 we see an example of a multipacting trajec-
tory where the electron continues to across the cavity by

being accelerated back and forth by the caviy field in a
series of absorption and emission events. In this case the
electron remains in the cavity cell for over five cavity mode
periods. In Figure 4 we see an example of a multipacting
trajectory that exits the cavity after only one cavity mode
period. The electron is pulled to the other side of the cavity
where it is absorbed and emits a secondary electron which
is then pulled out of the cavity cell into the beam pipe by
the cavity field. The only difference between these two
simulations was for the exiting trajectory the initial elec-
tron was emitted approximately a tenth of a mode period
later in time.
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Figure 3: Multipacting trajectory of electron on a plane par-
allel to the cavity axis. This trajectory remains inside the
cavity cell. The cavity wall is shown as a dashed line.
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Figure 4: Multipacting trajectory of electron on a plane par-
allel to the cavity axis. This trajectory exits out the beam
pipe. The cavity wall is shown as a dashed line.

CONCLUSIONS

VORPAL can now model electron multipacting in SRF
cavities from first principles. Specific cavity mode can be
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excited by driving the cavity with a current source at a
known frequency. Electrons can then be introduced at ar-
bitrary times and locations in the cavity and their dynamics
can be observed as well as the dynamics of any secondary
produced by impacts with the cavity walls. Single multi-
pacting trajectories can be studied as well as possible mul-
tipacting cascades. Further improvements are planned for
VORPAL, including an eignemode solver for the electro-
magnetics as well as field emission models for the parti-
cles.
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